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Trendspott ing  

▪ Bathrooms with minimal storage 
solutions are out

▪ Add storage with more shelving 
instead of cabinets

▪ Focus on unused corners. 

▪ The bathroom is getting efficiently 
small

▪ Efficient bathroom accessories can 
still convert the bathroom into a 
relaxing sanctuary



Optimized Function

Shower bottles, amenities can stand steady

Removable inlays are easy to clean

Space saving

The products integrate different functions which 

leads to a minimalistic design

Time saving

mounting of multi-functional holder instead of            

mounting of  each product

Frame concept



Frame Hanging shower rack
At Geesa, we love function combined 
with beauty. This robust shower rack 
from Geesa Frame has plenty of 
room for all your bathroom items. 
Playful design means the basket 
heights can be adjusted. A great 
blend of aesthetic and functional. 
Goes with any bathroom decor. 

Shower  

Where to use:



G eesa Frame Hanging shower  rack

Soft touch coating 

The silicon coating 

protects your glass 

screen against 

scratching

With hooks for 

hanging your 

sponge or wiper

Shower basket 

height can be 

adjusted by up 

to 5 cm

With drainage slots

Care products 
stay put in the 

rack thanks to its 
flat base and tall 

sides

Made of high 
quality ABS and
stainless steel, 
preventing rust

No tools are required 

for installation

15 year warranty

Suitable for 6, 8 and 10 

mm glass screens



Packaging

2x basket 2x back plate 2x stripes manual

PACKAGING CONTENT

Geesa carton box

Compact packed



Frame Clip-on shower basket 
for shower screen

Innovative, multifunctional and space-saving. 
Take a look at this shower basket from the 
Geesa Frame range. Versatile hooks make it 
easy to fix this basket to the glass screen. This 
shower basket has plenty of room on both sides 
for holding and storing your bathroom 
products, but best of all it boasts a universal 
phone holder. The Frame recyclable accessories 
not only bring comfort to the bathroom but are 
also highly sustainable.

Shower  

Where to use:



G eesa Frame C l ip -on shower  
basket  for  shower  screen

Fastened using a 

strong clip suitable 

for 6 and 8 mm 

glass screens

With hook for 

hanging your 

towel or sponge

No water 
remains in 
the container 
because of 
the drainage 
in the base

Phone holder that 
can be positioned 
to suit 

Made of high 
quality ABS and

stainless steel, 
preventing rust

The silicon 

coating protects 

your glass screen 

against scratching

Care products     

stay put in the    

rack thanks to     

flat bottom and 

high sides

15 year warranty



Packaging

basket Phone holder Clamp Hook Screws Allen key Measure tool Manual
Silicon stripes to know which

depth glass

Geesa carton box

PACKAGING CONTENT



918802-02 918803-02 918804-02918801-02

918824-02 918816-02 918889-02 918811-02

918853-02-420918854-02-630

918415-02918413-02

918805-02

918902-02

Mix and Match hooks of the

Aim collection

918901-01

918903-01

Frame Col lect ion Chrome/White



918802-02-06 918803-02-06 918804-02-06918801-02-06

918824-02-06 918816-02-06 918889-02-06 918811-02-06

918853-02-06-420918854-02-06-630

918415-02918413-02

918805-02-06

918902-02-06 918903-06

Mix and Match hooks of the

Aim collection

Frame Col lect ion Chrome/Black



918802-06-06 918803-06-06 918804-06-06918801-06-06

918824-06-06 918816-06-06 918889-06-06 918811-06-06

918853-06-06-420918854-06-06-630

918415-06918413-06

918805-06-06

918901-06

918902-06 918903-06

Frame Col lect ion B lack
Mix and Match hooks of the

Aim collection



Unique storage solutions for every

area in the bathroom

No tools needed for installation

High quality ABS 

USP ’s  F rame co l lect ion
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